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INTRODUCTION 
Let L denote the Dirac or Laplace operator, and let V be a potential. 
The Schrbdinger operator L + V is said to satisfy the unique continuation 
property if solutions to (L + V) u = 0 that anish in a non-empty, open sub- 
set of a connected set vanish identically. Carleman’s method in this context 
says roughly that if an inequality of the form 
IleW Lq(ol G C Ile’4LfllucLl, for allSE C,Z ( V) 
for a suitable 4 holds for a constant C independent of t for a sequence of 
(real) values of t tending to infinity, then L + V has the unique con- 
tinuation property, where VE L’, l/r = l/p - l/q. (See [ 1, 2,4, 61.) There is 
a large literature on Carleman inequalities and their application to uni- 
queness questions. (See Hijrmander [4].) Unique continuation for 
Schrodinger operators can be used to rule out the possibility of embedded 
eigenvalues in their continuous spectrum. (See the survey by B. Simon 
CSI.) 
The first goal of this paper is to prove the best possible Carleman-type 
inequalities in the case where L = D, the Dirac operator. We obtain the 
unique continuation property for D + V, where VE Llb,( [WE), y = (3~ - 2)/2 
(n > 3). In the case n = 3, y = 7/2, and our result improves the previous 
result of Berthier and Georgescu [ 11, who proved unique continuation for 
VE Lo,,. Our result still falls short of the natural conjecture: since D is 
a first-order, elliptic operator, one expects to be able to assume at most 
VE L;,,(W). But we show that no better result than the one we have can be 
obtained by Carleman-type inequalities. 
Our theorem is clearly closely related to a theorem of Hbrmander [S, 
Theorem 6.51 that says that operators of the form A + CF=, V,(x) 8/8.x, 
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with V, E Q,,,( Rn) have the unique continuation property. A combination of 
the two theorems (keeping in mind that D’ = -A) strongly suggests that 
unique contiuation holds for operators of the form A + V, where 
V= c,“= 1 aV,(x)/ax, and P’, E L%,( RR). This last hypothesis on the potential 
is closer in spirit to the condition on potentials advanced by B. Simon [S]. 
The second goal of this paper is to show that our approach to the Dirac 
operator gives a simpler proof of best possible Carleman-type inequalities 
for the Laplace operator due to C. E. Kenig and the author [6]. Those 
inequalities imply a unique continuation theorem for A + V with 
P’E L;~~(R”). The exponent n/2 is the natural one for the (second-order) 
Laplace operator. The key ingredient is a theorem of C. Sogge [9] giving 
LP to Ly estimates for the projection operator onto spherical harmonics of 
a given degree. His theorem is proved by analytic interpolation; it can be 
used as a building block to recover the inequality in [IS], which was proved 
by a more complicated analytic interpolation. 
The Laplace and Dirac operators behave quite differently. The 
Carleman-type inequality for the Laplace operator in [6] reduces in polar 
coordinates to a Fourier/spherical harmonic multiplier problem. The 
analogous inequality for the Dirac operator fails whenever p # q. An 
additional convexity hypothesis on d improves matters yielding the best 
possible gap l/y = l/p - l/q; this requires us to deal with pseudodifferential 
operators rather than just multipliers. 
We would like to thank Anne Berthier for introducing us to the problem 
of unique continuation for the Dirac operator. For the most part we have 
approached this problem from the $2-‘int of view of the paper of Berthier 
and Georgescu [ 11. We will make some explicit comparisons in comments 
at the end of this paper. 
NOTATIONS AND STATEMENTS OF RESULTS 
In [6] C. E. Kenig and the author proved the following Carleman-type 
inequality and corollary for the Laplacian. 
THEOREM 1. Let n 3 3, p= 2n/(n + 2), and q= 2n/(n - 2) (i.e., 
l/p+l/q=l and l/p-l/q=2n). Let teR\Z. There is a constant C 
depending only on min, E z 1 I - k / and n such that 
COROLLARY 1. Let Q he a connected, open subset of lR”(n > 3) contain- 
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ing x(). If VE L”“(Q, dx) and Au E LP(O, dx), (A + V) u = 0 in Q and 
s IxI <E u(x + xo)12 dx = O(eN) for any N, then u = 0 in Q. 
We will give a short proof of Theorem 1 at the end of this paper. 
The Dirac operator is a first-order constant coefficient operator on If%” of 
the form D = cj’= 1 or,a/ax,, where c( ,,..., c(, are skew-hermitian matrices 
satisfying the Clifford relations: a,+= -01~ and or,cr,+cc,orj= -26,; 
j, k = l,..., n. The matrices uj can be taken to belong to GL(m, UZ) where 
m=2”/2, n even, and m=2’“+“/2, n odd. We will always suppose that n > 3 
in order not to complicate the statements of results. The case n = 2 can be 
treated by similar and often simpler techniques. 
It is easy to calculate that D* = D, that is, D is self-adjoint on 
L2( [w”, Cm), and that D2 = -CT= 1 i3’/ax,’ = -A. 
The analogous inequality to Theorem 1 for the Dirac operator fails mis- 
erably, even on compact subsets of KY’\{ O}. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let U={x~R”:a<~x~<b} O<a<b<co. If the 
inequality 
II 1x1 -‘f II u(u.cm)G C II IxI -‘+I Df IIu(LJ,cm) 
holds for all f E C;( U, a=“‘) untformly for a sequence of values oft tending to 
infinity, then q 6~. In other words there can be no gain in the exponent. 
We still find a serious limitation if we try more general weight functions: 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that U is an open subset of R” and 4 is a 
smooth real-valued function that is not identical-y zero. If the inequality1 
for all f E Cr(U; P) holds uniformlv for a sequence of values oft tending to 
infinity, then l/p - l/q < l/y, where y = (3n - 2)/2. 
This is unfortunate, considering that for each fixed value of t the 
inequality holds for l/p - l/q d l/n (provided U is compact and 4 is boun- 
ded). But at least we do have one positive result: 
THEOREM 2. Let O<a<b<l, and let n>3, U={x-~W’:a<~x~<b~. 
Let d(x) = (log Ixl)‘/2, and let q = (6n - 4)/(3n - 6), i.e., l/2 - l/q = l/y 
with y = (3n - 2)/2. There is a constant C depending only on a, b, and N such 
that for all t E R’ 
Ile’W Lqu;cm) d C Ik’“Df II LqU:cm) for allf E C,“( U; Cm). 
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COROLLARY 2. Let a be a connected, open subset of KY’, n 2 3. Ij 
I/E Ly(Q; GL(m, a=)) an d u satisfies Du E L2(s2: Cm), (D + V) u = 0 in Q and 
u vanishes in a non-empty, open subset of Q, then u is identically zero in Q. 
We will use the all-purpose constants C, C,, C,,, to denote different 
values in different instances; usually C will depend at most on the same 
parameters as the constant C in Theorems 1 or 2. 
POLAR COORDINATES 
Let S denote the unit sphere in Iw”. For y E If8 and w  E S, x = e’o give 
polar coordinates on [w”, i.e., y = log 1x1 and o = x/(x1. The operator 
L = xjck aia,(xjax, - x,3/3x,) acts only in the w  variables- 
[L, ajay] = 0. We will typically view L as an operator on the sphere S. Let 
h= i ajx,/\xI, 
/=I 
then 3iD = e--\‘( -a/&j + L); and since 6’ = - 1, 
e”D = oi(a/aJl - L). (1) 
Note that 6 is unitary and L* = L. Because dx = e”? dy dw, where do 
denotes the standard measure on the sphere, we have (a/aJl)* = -alay - n. 
Recall that 
d=e- ~ya?/ay2+(n-2)a/ay+d,), (2) 
where A, denotes the Laplace-Beltrami operator of the sphere S. It follows 
from the preceding formulas and D’ = -A, D* = D that 
L(L+n-2)= -A,. (3) 
Denote by P)k the vector space of harmonic P-valued homogeneous 
polynomials of degree k. It is well-known that the restriction to the sphere 
9jj 1 S in the eigenspace of -A, with eigenvalue k(k + n - 2). It follows 
immediately that spec(l) c Z. In particular, if E, = ker( L - k), k E Z, then 
E, @ E2-~nPk = Pk I S. A more detailed dimension-counting argument 
shows that 
E,= {Dp I S:PE%++~$, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
E ?-n~k={D~IS:P(~~)=I~~IZ~“p(~~/I.~12),p~~Pk~.1), k=1,2 ,..., 
Ep, = ... = EZen= (0). 
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Also dim E,=dimE,-+,, k=O, 1, 2 ,.... (We will not need this explicit 
presentation in terms of spherical harmonics; but we will construct one 
easy explicit eigenfunction later on.) 
NEGATIVE RESULTS 
In this section we will prove Propositions 1 and 2. 
Denote U= {xc R”: a < 1x1 <b} and suppose that the inequality in 
Proposition 1 holds. Let h = 1x1 -‘f, then for every h E C;( U; Cm), 
In general if + E Cz( R) then (1) implies that in polar coordinates x = e”w, 
e'"b')eYDe-'i(Y)h = ,jA,h, (4) 
where A, = a/ay - (tt+V( y) + L). In our case $(y) = -y and the inequality 
above is equivalent to 
for all h E C,“(Zx S; Cm), where Z= (log a, log b). (Because 0 <a < b < co, 
the factor ec!’ from Lebesgue measure and the factor ep in formula (1) are 
bounded above and below by constants. Thus the measure on Ix S can be 
taken to be dy dw.) 
Let h(y, o) =g(y) i(w), where ge C,“(Z) and i E Ek. IlhllLuclxSj is com- 
parable to Il~llL4~s~; and since (alay- (L- t)) h = (g’- (k- t)g) c, the 
right-hand side of the inequality is dominated by C( 1 + Ik - tl) llill Lp,sl. 
Thus if we take a sequence of values of t tending to infinity for which the 
inequality holds uniformly and let k be the nearest integer to t, then we can 
conclude that there is a sequence of values of k tending to infinity for which 
IIIIluys;cy G C Ilill,pcs;cm, uniformly for all [ E E,. 
Choose WECrn such that (cr,+icc,)w=u#O. Let zk(x)= 
(l/(k+ 1)) D(x, + ix,)k+l w  = (xi + ix,)k u. In polar coordinates z,Jx) = 
ik(a) ekJ and Dzk = (l/(k + 1)) D’(x, + ix*) k+l~=O.Using(l)weseethat 
(k-L) ck =O, i.e., ck E Ek. On the other hand it is easy to calculate that 
Il~kllLP,S;Cm) - kp+*)‘*“. It follows from our inequality that 
lim k-(“-*)/*q/k--(n-*Z)/*p < ~0 3 which implies q <p. 
k-m 
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Next let us prove Proposition 2. Let h = e’$f in the inequality of 
Proposition 2. Then 
for every h E CF( U; Q”). Since Vd does not vanish identically, after a rigid 
motion we can assume that 0 E U and V&O) = (1, 0, O,..., 0). 
Let gE C’,“(R) and let f E Cz(rW”-‘) be functions that are not identically 
zero. Denote x’ = (xX ,..., x,). Recall that (tll + ia,) w= c # 0. Let 
h,(-~)=g(x,)g(.Y2) (aI+i~,)f(~x’)-tt1’4 
( 
j13 a, g (.x’) j I+‘. 
I 
Note that lim,, xI llhtllp=c,#O. Denote 
6 (u) = ( t”2x , _ 17 t”‘X,, t3’4x’). 
We will use the test function e ~i’%y--S,. Since 0 E U, this test function 
belongs to C; (U; Cm) for sufficiently large t. As t -+ XI, 
We can calculate 
L,(t) =8(t1) i(t2)f(5’) aI + ia,- it-“4 i ajtj) w. 
j=3 
where 6(r) =siwn ep’-Y’; h(x)dx. Also (h,~6,)^(r)=t~;‘h,(6,-,5). Therefore 
errrzetdDe~r)e-r’r2h~L d,(x) 
= ( - t(a, + ice,) + tO( 1x1)) h, 0 6,(x) + Dh,o 6,(x) 
= tO(lxl) h,o6,(x) 
-t(a;r,+ia,)+ i ia,& tpYL,(6,- tt)d< 
,=l 
1 
= tO(lxl)hto~,(x) +o” s 
ei6r(.r). < 
Iw” 
X -t(a, + ia,) + icr, t”‘c, + ia2t”‘t2 + i iOrjt3/4~i 
j=3 
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x t”2(15’12~+(i~15,+ia252)u 
L 
= tO((xl) hrot5,(x)+ t”2b1~~,(X)+ t1’4b20dr(X), 
where 6, and 6, E Cr( R”; Cm) are defined by the final equation. 
On the support of h,o6,, 1x1 <Ct”2, and hence IItO(lxl)ht~6,11,< 
Ct1i2trg’2p. Also, 116, obtllP and IlbzoGrll,, are bounded by Ctpyizp. In all, 
(Ie*@Dep ‘“e-““2h&jtllp< cfl/2-?/24~ 
Thus in order for the inequality in Proposition 2 to hold we must have that 
tryI < Ct’12- yi2*. If we let t tend to infinity, then l/p - l/q d l/y. 
ESTIMATES FOR THE DIRAC OPERATOR 
We will now prove Theorem 2. By (4) we have ety2’2eyDe~f~2’2 = &A,, 
where A, = 8/8y - (ry + L). Let Z= (log a, log b). The inequality in 
Theorem 2 is equivalent to 
for all h E C;(Zx S; @“). (As in the preceding section the measure on Ix S 
may be taken to be dy do.) 
Our first task is to find a suitable formula for a left inverse to A,. Let rrck 
denote the projection of L2(S; F) onto Ek. 
(ALmY, 0) = f (WY - ([Y + k)) nkf(Y, . NW). 
k=-m 
(Here and elsewhere we indicate that rck acts only in the w  variable with y 
fixed by the notation rckf(y, . )(o).) Denote Q = d/dy -y-an operator on 
the real line. Nagel and Stein [7] exhibited the following exact formula for 
the symbol of a left inverse of Q in connection with the oblique derivative 
problem: 
There is a unique operator B on IR satisfying BQ = Z and B(epY2j2) = 0 
given by 
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where 
-1 
‘u 
e 
0 
(5) 
Moreover, 
h( -y, VI = -WY, v). (6) 
To prove the formula, note that jTm e-‘.%f(y) dy = 0 for every 
f~ C,“(R). Also Q(c?“~) = 0. Thus by variation of parameters 
is a left inverse for Q for any function F(y). The assumption B(eP-‘2’2) = 0 
implies F(y) = (- l/A) ev2/’ j: r ePs2 dy. It follows after substituting 
f(s) = (l/271) J’J‘=, eiJqfiq) dq that 
where 
This difference is the same as the difference in (5). Furthermore, letting 
ST= {(z, w):z>O, U’ > 0) we can also write b(y, V) = JSJp 
ss- Jp+CY,Yj F. Because F(-y, -z, -IV), v)=F(y,. 
= SS~~~(r.,y)F-SS~~.-o.,~)F = SS~LIP+,I.,I.)F-SS~P+I~..~,F = -K!‘,‘I 
other words (6) holds. 
~~ +cw,F- 
z, w, 91, we have h( -y, rl) 
j; in 
It is easy to check using (5) that 
I(~l~y)‘(~/~v)‘~(y, rl)l <C,.,(l + ly-irll)~‘~j~‘, j,I=O, l)..., (7) 
for y 2 0. On the other hand (6) tells us that the inequality is valid for all 
YER. 
Since we are really only interested in the case t -+ + co, for notational 
convenience we will introduce a new parameter s > 0 and let t = s2. Denote 
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This is the symbol of the inverse of the operator 
=f- (?y+k), 
where y’ = sy + s ~ ‘k. We can now write down a formula for a left inverse of 
A,. Denotey(r], w)=J:~ e’““f( y, w) dy and define for all f~ C:( R x S) 
Then P,AJ2f( y, o) =f(y, w). Thus in order to prove Theorem 2 we need 
to show that for l/q = l/2 - l/y, 
IIPJ II .5qlx .s:cm) Q C llfll f.2~~ s:cm) for allfe C,“(Zx S; Cm). 
The main tool in the proof is a theorem of C. Sogge [9]. 
THEOREM 3. Let tk denote the projection operator from L’(S) to the 
space of spherical harmonics of degree k. There is a constant C such that 
llrkgll u’(s) d Ck’ ~ “” II gll Lpcs, 
where p = 2n/(n + 2), p’ = 2n/(n - 2). (S is the unit sphere in KY.) 
Formula (3) implies that (L + (n - 2)/2)2 = -A, + (n - 2)2/4. Hence 
T=sgn(L+(n-2)/2)=(L+(n-2)/2)(-A,+(n-2)2/4)-”2 
is a classical pseudodifferential operator on S. Thus T is bounded from 
Lq(S; C”) to L4(S; Cm) for all q, 1 <q < co. Moreover, 
n,c=t(l+T)L k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
nk=;(l-T)L k = 1 -n, -n, -n - l,... 
(nk = 0, k = - 1, -2 ,..., 2 -n). 
Therefore, Sogge’s theorem implies that 
ll~kglIu~(s;cm) 6 Ck’ -2’n IIgll.qs:cm~. 
Define rtM,N by 
nkg if M<k<N 
nknM.Ng= 0 otherwise. 
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The triangle inequality implies 
l1~M.N gll v(s:c-,~c~‘-2’“(~-~+ 1) IIgllLP,S:Cm). 
Next, we use a device due to P. Tomas: 
lh4.*xll?L.=?;c ( ~c,,Ng, s> 6 ll~nr,Ng/l, Ilgll, 
6CN’-““(N-M+ 1) llgl/$ 
We conclude that 
Il~M,N gll L2(S;C”) 1< CN”p’(N- A4+ 1)‘:’ Ilgl/,(,: cm, 
and by duality 
II~h4.N g/lu~(.s;cm) davP’(N-MS 1)‘” I/gllL’,S;Cm,. 
If we interpolate with the trivial estimate IIz,,,,~ gl/ L2,s;Cm, < llgli Ll,S;Cm,, we 
find that 
II~(M,N gll LqS,cm) G C(N ‘“-2”2(N-M+ l)n’2)(‘+“y’ I(gl/LZ~S:Cm) (8) 
for 26q<p’=2n/(n-2). 
Let N be the integer satisfying 2N d s/100 < 2N + I. (We can suppose that 
s is large.) Consider a partition of unity (~B}~=O of the positive real axis 
satisfying 
f bp(r)= 1 all r > 0, 
p=0 
suppdpc jr:28p’<r<2p), p= 1, 2 ,...) N- 1, 
suppdoc (r:r< I), supp4,c {r:rbs/400), (9) 
I(~/~r)‘dp(r)l <CT? I=O, l,.... 
Define p,8(y, 4. k) = 48(s~’ I s2y + k - iv1 ) p,(~, ‘1, k). By (7), pS satisfies 
l(a/d~)‘(a/d~)‘p,(~, q, k)l < Cj.,(S+ Js2~+k-i~l)-’ -‘-‘s”, 
I(~/~v)‘(P~(Y, v,~)-P~(Y, ‘~tk+ 1))l 6Cj(s+ I~~.~+k-id)-~-‘. 
(10) 
From (10) and (9) we deduce that the following inequalities hold uniformly 
for ~EI: 
I(W@)-‘P%J, q, k)l 6 C,G9C-i j=o, l,..., 
I(a/‘a~)‘(pf(.~t ~9 k)-pf(-v, ~3 k+ I))/ G Cj(28S)m’-‘, j=O, 1 
(11) 
).... 
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In the case a = N, we need different estimates. Since p,” is supported where 
ls2y+k-i~13s2/400, we have ls2y+k-iql >c(s2+ Ikl +/vi) uniformly 
for y E I. Hence 
I(alall)i(alay)‘p,“(y,4,k)l dCj.ds2+ ltl + WI)-‘-‘, 
j=o, l,.... (12) 
Define 
Of course, P, = I$, Pf. We begin by estimating the easy part P,“. This 
operator is controlled by standard pseudodifferential operators. In fact, 
where r,( y, q, k) = oi((ir] - k) pSy + (a/dy)p,N). It follows from (12) that 
I(al@)j(~l~~)‘rt(~, 5, k)l G Cj,ds2 + Ikl + l~l)~’ 
6 cj,lC l + I rl I I-‘. 
In other words, r1 is classical symbol (of type Sy,,) in the (y, 9) variables 
and a bounded multiplier in the k variable, and thus 
Ile”DC’fll LZ(I~ .s;cm) G C llfll L~(Ix sic”). 
But by Sobolev’s theorem [ 10, p. 1241 
II gll IY(U;C~) d C II&II L2(u;cm) for allfE C$( U) 
and p’= 2n/(n -2). Since the measure dx= en> dy dw is comparable to 
dy do on U, we have 
IIfYf II LY(/X S:Cm) d c IlfG(IX S:cm, for allfe C;(Z x S; KY) 
for 1 <q <p’. In particular, this holds for q = (6n - 4)/(3n - 6). 
Let A4 = [ -s*y - 2/?s] and M’ = [M + 2. 2Ps] + 1, where [z] denotes 
the greatest integer dz. Denote 
T:(Y, rl) g(u) = f  P! (Y, rl, k) nk g(o). 
kc -,z 
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Note that pt( y, q, k) = 0 unless M 6 k 6 M’. A summation by parts gives 
T,p(.v,q)= f (p~(.v,vl.k)-pB(y,rl,k+1))7l~.r.k. 
k=M 
For M<k<M’ and 26qdp’, (8) implies 
provided p d N - 1. Therefore, by ( 11) 
uniformly for y E I. 
Define K,B( y, 2) = (1/27c) j :,, 7’!( .v, ‘I) eiZp dq. Then Kf( I’, Z) = ( l/271) 
ST,= (Wq)j Tf(y, q)( l/(k)‘) eizq dq. and since the length of the interval in q 
where Tf( is non-zero is less than 2.2”s, 
In particular, 
Note that 
)yf(y, w) = Jr,= zq(y, )‘-.v’) g(1”7 l(w) 4’. 
LEMMA. Let H( y, y’) be a bounded operator from Lp(S) to L“(S) of 
operator norm <h(y - y’) for each y, y’ E R. Suppose that h E L’(R) jbr 
l/r + l/p = 1 + l/q. Then 
Tf(.v, w) = Ix H(y, y’).f(y’, . )(w) dy’ 
-x 
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ProojY By Minkowski’s inequality and Young’s inequality [ 10, p. 2711 
IITfIIz~,Rxs)= Cc 
1 (a 
i/J H(y, y’)f(y’, No) dY’ y l&J 
414 
4 
,x2 s ssi I ) 
q  (I”, (1, 
l/u 
IMy, y’)f(y’, .)(w)IY df.l 
) > 
civ’ y alv 
Noting that II( 1 + 12P~zl))‘oll L,(dzj 6 C(2Bs))1”, we see that the lemma 
implies that for /I d N- 1, 
IlP.tf II Lq, R x S:~mj < C(2’S) 1’r(S’3n 4”228n’2)1’2 I" 11 f II L2, Iw x .y;a;mj 
= c2P’“P”fi’y IlfIILZ(IWxS:Gm) 
with l/2 - l/q = l/v, l/r + l/2 = 1 + l/q, y = (3~ - 2)/2. If we sum the series 
in /I and add the final term /I = N, we conclude the proof of Theorem 2. 
Corollary 2 follows from Theorem 2 as in [ 11. All that is needed for this 
step is that 4(x) is a decreasing function of 1x1 and that a can be an 
arbitrarily small positive number. 
THE LAPLACE OPERATOR 
We will now show that the techniques of the preceding section yield a 
simple proof of Theorem 1. 
Using (2) we see that if Qk is a spherical harmonic of degree k, then 
1x1 -‘+2 A( (xl’ ei”qQ,(w)) 
= -(k-(t+ir]))(k+n-2+t+irl)e”‘~Q,(o). 
Denote ot(q, k) = - l/(k - (t + iq))(k + n - 2 + t + is). For f E C;( [w x S), 
denote 
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The calculation above and the fact that ds/l.ul”=dy do) imply that the 
inequality in Theorem 1 is equivalent to 
IIKfll U’( R x S) < c lI.fll m R x .S) 
p = 2n/(n + 2). p’ = 2n/(n ~ 2). 
for allfE C;( R x S), 
Choose a partition of unity {dII}f=, of the positive real axis satisfying 
(9) and such that 2”6t/10<2”+‘. Denote 
It is easy to check that 
I(a/aq)-‘fT;(q, k)l < c,2-” +‘l’jt ‘, j=O, 1 ,... (13) 
In the case fl= N, we have 
I(a/all)‘d:,o~(q,k)~C,,,(l+li+/~I)~’~’~’, (14) 
j, I= 0, I,..., where di denotes a difference operator of order 1 in the k 
variable. Observe that since a!(~, k) for fl< N- 1 is supported where 
Ik - t - iv1 < 2”, there are at most 2.2” non-zero terms in the sum over k 
and the value of k in each case is comparable to t. Hence by Sogge’s 
theorem (Theorem 3) and (13) 
for B=O, l,..., N-l. Let RYf(~,o)=~~=~(1/271)S~~ af(q,k)t,y(q,.) 
(w) e”” dq, p = O,..., N. Then Rf f( JI, 0) = JR’ T Kf( J’ - $)f( y’, )(o) dy’, 
where 
For /I < N - 1, the integration in u] is over an interval of length d 2.2”. 
Therefore, K!(z) is a bounded operator from P(S) to Lp’(S) whose 
operator norm is bounded by 
Cj 12”~l -1 I-~ 91j. 
Using the values j = 0 and 10 we find that the norm is bounded by 
C2/‘t -z’n( 1 + 12% ) ‘O. 
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Next, let l/r+ l/p = l/p’+ l-that is, l/r = 1 -2/n. By the lemma of the 
preceding section 
llRIfIILK(R XS) d a8tr2’” IlfIILP(RXS) lI(l + 128w’oll,y,,,, 
= CtP2’“22fi’” Il&qW xs). 
But C&’ 228/“< t”“, so 
Finally, we need to check that R;N behaves like a standard fractional 
integral operator of order 2. There is a kernel L;“(z, o) such that 
WAY, 4=J/sx, L;y(y - y’, 0. o’)f( y’, 0) dy’ dw’. 
It follows from (14) for l= 0 and largej that lL;Y(z, w)l 6 C, 1~1 Pm for suf- 
ficiently large m. This takes care of the part of the operator for which 
1~1 > 1. It is also obvious from (14) that the operators (8/8~)~ R;Y and A,R;Y 
(with symbols -q2ar(q, k) and -k(k + n - 2) g;“(q, k), respectively) are 
standard zero-order multipliers. They are therefore bounded from 
Lp(R x S) to itself for 1 <p < cc [ 11, p. 2961. Sobolev’s theorem [ 10, 
p. 1241 implies 
for all h E Cc( ( - 1, 1) x S). Combining this with the estimate for large z 
using a routine partition of unity argument, we find that 
COMMENTS 
1. Berthier and Georgescu in [ 1 ] proved Theorem 2 in the case n = 3 
with the exponent q = 10/3 in place of the best possible exponent q = 14/3. 
They considered the operator A, = 8/8y - (tll/‘(y) + L) from formula (4) 
and the key step in their proof was that A,? A, 2 ct for some c > 0. In our 
coordinates the proof of this fact is immediate: 
~:~,=(--ala~-(tlCl’(Y)+~))(aiay-((tll/’(~)+~)) 
= - (am2 + w’(y) + ~42 + tv( y) 2 tv( y) 2 ct 
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provided Ic/“( v) > c > 0. (Here we have taken the adjoint with respect to the 
measure d-v dw, which is just as good as enF dq’ do = d,u for this purpose.) 
Thus A, is never smaller than t ‘I2 This is a good example of the Heisenberg . 
uncertainty principle. (See [ 33.) 
Our choice of $(y) =$/2 was dictated by the properties $“(y) = 1 > 0 
and I,+‘(Y) = y < 0 for y < 0. (The fact the $ is decreasing is needed in order 
to deduce Corollary 2 from Theorem 2.) The operator A, has symbol 
iq - (?JJ + k). The main symbol estimate in our proof is (lo), which 
expresses the fact that the left inverse P,I z of the operator A, has a symbol 
that behaves like (t”’ + Ii? - (2~7 + k)l ) ‘. In particular, (10) contains the 
fact that A, is never smaller than tl”“. 
2. The counterexample in Proposition 1 was motivated by con- 
sideration of the analogue of rectangles in (v], k) space. If we replace k by 
ItI for a variable < E R” i, then the multiplier iv - (k - t) becomes 
iv - (ItI -t). It has absolute value 6 10 in the set Iiq- /[I - tI 6 10. The 
rectangle 1~1 < 1, I<, -ltJ < 1, I(‘[ <t”‘, <‘= (t2 ,..., t,. ,) is contained in 
this set. If x E R” ~ ’ is the dual variable to <, we expect the counterexample 
to have most of its mass in a dual rectangle of size 1~1 < 1, I-y1 I < 1, and 
19’1 <t . ~ ‘I’ These are exactly the proportions of the counterexample in 
Proposition 1: the function in the o variables has most of its mass in a 
neighborhood of the equator of thickness km~ I”. Examples of this kind are 
worst possible for Sogge’s theorem as well. The counterexample in 
Proposition 2 is also based on rectangles, of course. 
3. An operator is said to satisfy the strong unique continuation 
property if the hypothesis that the solution vanishes on an open set can be 
replaced by the hypothesis that it vanishes to infinite order at a point, as 
for instance in Corollary 1. In Corollary 2 we have to assume that the 
solution vanishes in an open set because the number a in Theorem 2 is 
positive. It is easy to see using the method of proof of Proposition 1 that 
Theorem 2 is false if a = 0. 
In the case of the Dirac operator polar coordinates are merely a con- 
venience, permitting us to deal with a scalar operator, but they are essential 
in order to prove unique continuation from a point. As far as we know it is 
an open question whether there are elliptic operators with the unique con- 
tinuation property but for which the strong unique continuation property 
fails. 
NOM added in prnqf: S. Alinhac has pointed out that there are simple examples of elliptic 
operators of this type. If a is a non-real complex number. then there exist C’ functions b and 
u on Iw’ such that (a2/;i.x: + aP/d.r~ + h)u = 0 near 0, u is flat near 0. and the support of a con- 
tains a neighborhood of 0. (See S. Alinhac, Non-unicite pour des operateurs differentiels a 
caracteristiques complexes simples. .4nn. Sci. EC& Norm. Sup. 13 (1980), 3855393.) F.-H. Lin 
observed that a simple real-valued example is given in 16, Remark 6.51. It is still not clear 
whether strong unique continuation holds for the operators of Corollary 2. 
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